Ornamental Metals

Target Field Plaza aluminum sun canopies

35W Memorial steel I-Beam remembrance columns utilized 3/8” tempered glass panels with sand blasted graphics attached within the column via an aluminum channel

Target Field Plaza 40 foot tall baseball bat shaped topiaries

35W Memorial - Blue LED lights were used within the I-Beam tower

35W Memorial - Blue LED lights were used within the I-Beam tower
Ornamental Metals

Levi's Stadium - provided custom sliding and cantilever gates with 20-foot and 15-foot clear openings, respectively

University of Washington Huskies Football Stadium - Custom 12' ornamental gates were provided at the exterior entrances.

San Jose Convention Center - Exterior aluminum perforated panels gates

San Jose Convention Center - Exterior aluminum perforated panel walls
Ornamental Metals

Barclays Center - Interior aluminum perforated wall panels

Target Field Digital Clubhouse: architectural metal including the structural steel Clubhouse, aluminum louvered canopies, wood paneling and aluminum rolling cabinets

Target Field provided aluminum structure within the 300' LED tower

Barclays Center - Interior aluminum perforated wall panels
Ornamental Metals

San Jose Convention Center - Exterior aluminum perforated panels walls and railing infills

Target Field Aluminum pennants lining the fence overlooking the freeway which include the roster of every Twins team

San Jose Convention Center - Exterior aluminum perforated panels walls and railing infills

Target Field - A look inside the 40 foot tall bat shaped topiaries

San Jose Convention Center - Exterior aluminum perforated panels walls and railing infills